properties that can be deduced from such observations. Ibis Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (MLSO) of the High Altitude paper will not discuss eclipse or balloon-borne observations.
Observatory made since 1965 at 1.3 and 1.5 Re. They define The former will be discussed by another paper in this volume, streamers in that record as local maxima in polarization and the latter are more properly discussed with respect to brightness (pB) with FWHM > 90 in latitude and longitude, space-borne observations. Here, emission-line and whiteon the basis of their experience with the observations and prelight (K-coronagraph) observations relating to streamer elecvious comparisons of K-Coronameter data with eclipse and tron density, magnetic field and polarization, population, other images of the corona. Hansen et al. (Ref. 5 ) studied the intensity, large-scale organization, rotation, temperature and time variation of the K corona with the MLSO Kperiodicities are included. This paper will not be an exhausCoronameter from 1964-67. They demonstrated that the tive review of all known papers in this field but will only use long-term variation of pB is essentially identical at all heights selected papers to demonstrate the types of work that can be from 1.125 to 1.75 R., which indicates that they observed the done.
same structures (streamers) at all heights. They also demonstrated the rush-to-the-poles phenomenon at 1.125 R., which was first observed in polar-crown prominences. tions at Pic-du-Midi with the K-Coronameter at 1.09 Re. On the other hand, many authors state without proof that they They observed several features elongated in the longitudinal are studying streamers in both L (emission-line) and K direction that must certainly be streamers and conclude that (broad-band-white-light) observations. They apparently this morpholog is frequent, if not systematic, above quiesbelieve that it is self-evident, cent prominences. A sketch is given in their Figure 9 . Altrock (Ref. 12) shows that most of the local enhancements states that the maximum height of x-ray loops in non-flaring in the emission lines are features that would be identified as active regions is about r = 1.10 RI. Perhaps this implies that streamers in the K-coronal record. Thus, it appears that there higher loops are connected with streamers. I would also note are several mechanisms for identifying coronal low-altitude that since streamers are large-scale structures they should be features as being the low-altitude manifestations of streamers. Coronameter at 1.09 R,,. Their Figure 6 gives the density since 1973 and Fe X since 1984. Examination of the Fe XIV profiles. Munro and Fisher (Ref. 21 ) studied streamers as data shows that there is ambiguity in the definition of the last observed with the MISO K-Coronameter at 1.3 R. and contwo solar-cycle streamer flux minima, which can affect the cluded that, at that height, they are 3.1 times denser than the determination of cycle rise times and lengths. There is an Allen Minimum Model. Dollfus, Laffineur and Mouradian indication that a constant minimum or basal corona, which (Ref. 13) give an example of the comparison of near-eclipse may reflect the corona in the absence of all streamers, exists observations of streamers at Pic-du-Midi and Meudon with at solar minimum. Cycle 21 streamer flux was characterized eclipse observations (their Figure 8) . This allows an interin Fe XIV by 4 major thrusts or bursts of activity, each lasting calibration of the eclipse and near-eclipse intensities to be on the order of a year and all having similar maximum fluxes, made. They further use the near-eclipse observations to which indicates that coronal streamer flux is sustained over locate the longitudes of streamers seen at eclipse time (their periods in which the sunspot number declines significantly. Figures 9 and 10 ). This allows a determination of whether the Dramatic increases in the fluxes occur from minimum to maxeclipse observations can be used for a reliable determination imum, ranging from factors of 14 to 21 in the two lines. of the density of the observed streamers. Bagenal in individual daily scans, annual averages, and a solar-cycle with 1.0H resolution between 1.1 and 2.0 R 0 . Its average summary plot of the location of all local intensity maxima polarization is 1.6%, with a maximum of 10%. The polarized ("butterfly diagram"). These maxima evolve slowly over a intensity pI has a mean value of 0.07 and a maximum value of period of days, consistent with the rotation over the limb of 0.54 millionths. The direction of polarization is perpendicular stable streamers, in a manner similar to that of the lowerto the limb with a FWHM of about 500. His Figure 5 shows a latitude streamers that are connected with active regions. The sample map. In Ref. 19 , Fe XIII was observed at NSO/SP high-latitude streamer zones first appear at latitudes of 70 to with the Coronal Emission Line Polarimeter (KELP, not to be 800, 2-3 years after solar minimum. They evolve approxiconfused with the ELCP). Their Figure 2 shows an interpremately parallel to the MAZ, with the average latitude decreastation of the field structures responsible for the observed ing at a rate of roughly 5-6* per year. After their appearance, polarization out to 1.65 R. at 1' resolution on an unspecified they are present more or less continuously until the following day. Several streamer-like features are present. solar minimum. Near solar minimum, the high-latitude streamer zones that appeared after the beginning of Cycle 21
4. POPULATION monotonically evolved into the streamer zones over the MAZ of Cycle 22. It thus appears that we have evidence from these streamer observations for parallel, overlapping, extended : streamers occur at all latitudes and maximize at spot number and is between approximately 6 and 14. They ±200. They also display the annual organization of streamers also find that the number of streamers may be equal to the with latitude and longitude. In 1975, streamers appeared number of streamer-destroying CMEs. Munro and Fisher mainly over the magnetic neutral sheet. In 1981 there was no (Ref. 21) find from a study of the morphology of Korganization: half of the streamers were associated with Coronameter streamers on synoptic maps that streamers form active regions and high-latitude filaments. In additioa, they much more rapidly than they decay. display a streamer "butterfly diagram" that has only slight evidence for the ESC. This may be due to the different height of periodogram technique appears to be a powerful method for to 1985 are shown in their Figure 9 and the annual variation analyzing the time variation of power as a function of freof these rates are shown in their Figure 8 . Examination of the quency. However, the identification of ridges in the periodoaverage synodic rotation period as a function of latitude for gram technique is sensitive to the length of the sliding winthis interval shows that, as is the case for the white-light dow. Rotational signals are clearly seen in both techniques corona, on average the Fe XIV corona rotates more rigidly but were not investigated in this study. than do features in the photosphere or chromosphere. However, there is a significant and strongly-time-varying corn-10. GROUND-BASED OBSERVATIONS VS. ponent that shows differential rotation. This component SOHO OBSERVATIONS appears during cycle 21 at high (> 60 degrees) latitudes in the late ascending phase and moves toward the equator, similar to the ESC. As the cycle progresses, this component becomes Table 1 compares the best capabilities of GBC observations indistinguishable from faster rotating features near the equavs. the current parameters of the LASCO C1 coronagraph, to tor, and the effect is to produce a net differential rotation that which the GBCs are best compared. The parameters conis intermediate between those of the photosphere and the sidered are the minimum observable height, the spatial resoluwhite-light corona.
tion and the maximum observable intensity in millionths of the brightness of the center of the disk. Figures 5 and 6 ). He also gives examples of temporal evolution of temperature structure. He concludes that rapid GBCs will nicely compliment Cl. They will be able to variations of the visibility of structures result from rapid variobserve higher intensities and closer to the limb with better ations in the exciting mechanism; however, I wonder if this spatial resolution. In addition, comparison between Cl and may be due to visibility variations due to sky fluctuations.
GBCs will aid in intensity calibration and determination of Guhathakurta et al. (Ref. 27 ) use NSO/SP ELCP data to calscattered light and other noise sources of both Cl and GBCs, culate the temperature of the corona at the time of the March as well as the determination of the effect of atmospheric scat-18, 1988, solar eclipse. They demonstrate that the plasma tered light on GBC observations. temperature can be derived unambiguously from the intensity ratio of Fe XIV/Fe X. They find that the temperature derived REFERENCES in this manner increases from a background level of approximately 1.3 MK by 15% or more in streamers at 1. 
